Terms TeamSpeak 3 (English version)
§1 General Provisions
1.1 This regulation applies to TeamSpeak 3 (TS3) server at IP: bestof3.eu and it is available to the
public both in English and Polish languages.
1.2 Staying on this server is tantamount with acceptance of the following regulation.
1.3 Unfamiliarity with the regulation does not exempt from observing it.
1.4 The regulation does not apply retroactively, which means that any changes to the rules are in
force since the date of their approval.
1.5 Any changes to the regulation will be available to the public information before and after the
intended publication time of one week apart.
1.6 Administration [Root] (read 2.2.1) reserves the right to modify the server to the principles set out
in paragraphs 4 and 5 of General Provisions.
1.7 Being on the server is completely FREE. Anyone who tries to extort any material benefits will be
punished (read paragraph 5). If you witness such situation it should be immediately reported (read
paragraph 3).

§2 Ranks

2.1 Ranks on the server are divided by following categories:
2.1.1 Administrative ranks are intended for thoseresponsible for the technical condition of the
server.
2.1.2 Game ranksserve to inform others about the applications used by people on the server.
2.1.3 Team ranks are for identifying specific teams.
2.1.4 Special ranks help administrators control the server
2.2 Administrative Ranks:
2.2.1 [Root] – rank designed for server owners. Person with this rank has the highest privileges
available on the server and determines its fate at various meetings.
2.2.2 [SA] (Super Administrator) – deputy [Root], makes decisions during the long absence of all
[Root] users. Reports directly to the [Root].

2.2.3 [A] (Administrator) – obeys any directions issued by [Root] and [SA]. [A] is a direct link between
users and lower ranked administrators with [Root] and [SA]. He is responsible for the technical
condition of the server, supervises order and the work of the moderators.
2.2.4 [JA] (Junior Administrator) – is a person tested for [A].[JA] has the same privileges and duties as
[A], but he cannot make more important decisions than moderator.
2.2.5 [Mod] (Moderator) – a person responsible for technical condition of channels and gives
permissions to private channel owners. He also has permission to create private channels when
requested by user. Reports to [Root], [SA], [A].
2.2.6 [JM] (Junior Moderator) – is a person tested for [Mod] and has the same duties and permissions
as [Mod] but fulfills duties under the supervision of [Root], [SA], [A] or [Mod].
2.3 Channel ranks:
2.3.1. Channel Admin – rightful owner of the channel
2.3.2. Operator – a user who has received permissions from Channel Admintosupervise channel
2.4. Game ranks are given by [A] and [Mod].

§3 Complaints
3.1 In case of rule violation by the user (who does not have administrative rights) you should first
report to [A], in case of his absence report to [SA], ultimately to [Root].
3.2 In case of rule violation by user who has administrative rights you should report it directly to any
[Root] user.
3.3 It should be remembered, that every user action is tracked and saved on the server except for
private messages, pokes etc.

§4 Order on the server
4.1 Offensive channel names are forbidden in private channels.
4.2 Channel Admin is responsible for order in private channels. Calling administration for
intervention related to for example a quarrel or disorderly conduct (when Channel Admin or
Operator are available) is punishable (look paragraph 5).
4.3 On public channels should behave in a civilized way and so as not to interfere with other users.
On public channels [JA] or [A] exercises order. In case of their absence any trespass should be
reported to person with administrative rights.
4.4 On the server, there is a categorical prohibition on access to channels for administration (usually
these channels are locked and normal users do not have acces to them).
4.5 In case when administration’s help is needed you should poke an appropriate person from
administration depending on the situation (look paragraph 2).

4.6 This is a public TeamSpeak3 server suitable for all users regardless of age and thus using profanity
language is forbidden (including names which offend others) on public channels. In addition, setting
pornographic or offensive avatars is strictly prohibited throughout the server.

§5 Penalties for breaking the rules
5.1 For disorderly conduct or low-order offenses user receives a first warning level.
5.2 After 2 first level warnings user is stripped of his server ranks and his access to public channels is
blocked for a week.
5.3 In case of reprehensible behavior the administration can instantly give the user a second level
warning (which is 2 first level warnings).
5.4 Every (private) channel owner is given a possibility to remove a user from his channel and to
change channel password therefore, calling administration for unwarranted interventions will be
tantamount to receiving a first level warning.
5.5 In exceptional cases, when user behavior is shameful, administrator can ban this user after
consultation with [SA] or [Root].
5.6 User is permanently banned from the server when 5th point of paragraph 5 does not bring any
progress.
5.7 Degradation of administrative rights on the server is done, when:
5.7.1 A person ignores his responsibilities.
5.7.2 Is absent for a month without prior notice.
5.7.3 Does not attend designated meetings without justification.
5.7.4 His/her actions have negative impact on the server.
5.7.5 Broke the rules.

§6 Final provisions
6.1 Last update took place at 23.10.2015
6.2 Any additional information are included on the website available under this address:
www.bestof3.eu.
6.3 Staying on the server and participation in the events organized by the administration is voluntary.

